Two cations, two mechanisms
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Adsorption of metal cations onto a cellular membrane changes its properties, such as interactions with charged moieties or the propensity for membrane fusion. It is, however, unclear whether cells can regulate ion adsorption and the related functions via locally adjusting their membrane composition. We employed fluorescence techniques and computer simulations to determine how the presence of cholesterol—a key molecule inducing membrane heterogeneity—affects the adsorption of sodium and calcium onto zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine bilayers. We found that the transient adsorption of sodium is dependent on the number of phosphatidylcholine head groups, while the strong surface binding of calcium is determined by the available surface area of the membrane. Cholesterol thus does not affect sodium adsorption and only plays an indirect role in modulating the adsorption of calcium by increasing the total surface area of the membrane. These observations also indicate how lateral lipid heterogeneity can regulate various ion-induced processes including adsorption of peripheral proteins, nanoparticles, and other molecules onto membranes.

Metal cations play a central role in cell function and regulation. In resting mammalian cells, the most common monovalent cations Na+ and K+ (at concentrations of 100–150 mM) are segregated between the extracellular and cytosolic compartments, respectively. Free divalent cations are more scarce. For example, Ca2+ exhibits a significantly lower concentration on the cytosolic side (1–100 nM) than on the extracellular one (1–2 mM). Global changes in the distribution of these cations due to cell homeostasis trigger changes in the cell volume, osmotic balance regulation, and electrostatic potential. For these reasons, concentrations of cations and their fluxes in and out from the cell are tightly regulated. More localized changes of the cation distributions play an important role in, e.g., membrane fusion and signaling. Furthermore, the differential accumulation of cations at the surface of a membrane can ultimately modulate its interaction with the surrounding macromolecules or locally alter the physical properties of the membrane.

Over the past decades, considerable progress has been made in unraveling the role of ions in signaling as well as the regulation of cell volume and transmembrane potential. It is only recently that advances have been made in the experimental description of the direct interactions between ions and membranes, the quantitative aspects of which are still highly controversial. Moreover, it remains to be determined whether cells possess mechanisms to selectively modulate their membrane affinity for certain ions.

There is clear evidence that ions interact in a specific way with membranes. While monovalent alkali cations do not adsorb efficiently to membranes unless negatively charged lipids are present, divalent ions such as Ca2+ do so more readily even if no attractive net negative charge is present. The extracellular leaflet of the cell membrane is mainly composed of zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin together with cholesterol, all of which are overall neutral lipids. Therefore, any selective adsorption of cations onto the surface of such a membrane results in a positive net charge at the membrane-water interface. Cells can very precisely control and regulate membrane lipid compositions both globally and locally. If such changes in composition could also alter membrane-cation interactions, the cell would possess a powerful tool to induce and control a plethora of functions. As the outer layer of the plasma membrane is mostly constituted by zwitterionic and neutral lipids,
there is no evident mechanism for this regulation. Motivated by several studies which proposed that cholesterol—which is a neutral lipid and one of the main components of the plasma membrane—may affect Na\(^+\) binding,\(^ {17,18}\) we have studied in detail the underlying mechanisms determining Ca\(^{2+}\) and Na\(^+\) interactions at the membrane surface. We find that the number of bound calcium ions depends on the total membrane area, whereas the number of phospholipid head groups determines the number of bound sodium.

To unravel the mechanisms governing Ca\(^{2+}\) and Na\(^+\) interactions at the membrane surface, we have characterized the properties of liposomal membranes using fluorescence measurements in membranes with and without cholesterol, at different temperatures, and in the presence of varying levels of Na\(^+\) and Ca\(^{2+}\). Furthermore, we have performed molecular dynamics simulations to investigate how increasing cholesterol levels and temperature affect the binding of Ca\(^{2+}\) and Na\(^+\) to the membrane. Remarkably, results from both of these methodologies show excellent agreement with each other, with the latter one providing a detailed insight into the microscopic origins of our experimental observations.

To compare the impacts of the binding of sodium and calcium ions on model membranes, we performed fluorescence measurements with the fluorophore Laurdan. Laurdan probes the hydration and packing around the lipid sn-1 carbonyl region.\(^ {19}\) We have performed two sets of experiments—time-dependent fluorescence shift (TDFS) and excitation generalized polarization (GPEX)—the latter serving as a reference methodology. TDFS presents several advantages with respect to GPEX; while GPEX is a ratiometric phenomenological experiment that allows us to roughly distinguish between lyotropic lipid phases,\(^ {20}\) TDFS allows the deconvolution of hydration (i.e., polarization) and mobility (i.e., packing) at the carbonyl region into two parameters—the emission shift (\(\Delta \nu\)) and the relaxation time (\(t_r\)).\(^ {21}\)

No significant differences in the emission shifts (\(\Delta \nu\)) of Laurdan were detected for the herein studied systems. This means that the probe does not detect any changes in membrane hydration, which we further discuss in Section S3.2 in the ESI.\(^ \dagger\) The relaxation times (\(t_r\)) measured for Laurdan embedded in large unilamellar vesicles composed of either pure palmitoyloleyloxyphosphatidylcholine (POPC) or its 4:1 mixture with cholesterol (POPC/Chol) are shown in Fig. 1. The influences of sodium and calcium are studied at three different ion concentrations (0, 150 mM and 1 M), all at 310 K. Additional measurements at 288 K and 298 K provide similar trends (see Section S3.2, ESI\(^ \dagger\)).

As shown in Fig. 1, we observe significant changes in the relaxation time \(t_r\) as a function of cholesterol content and salt concentration. Further data measured at different temperatures are shown in Fig. S7 (ESI\(^ \dagger\)). Decreasing the temperature or increasing the cholesterol concentration increases the time required for the environment of Laurdan to relax. The former leads to a decrease in the area per lipid, whereas the latter results in a more ordered and rigid membrane. This means that in both cases the mobility in the carbonyl region—where Laurdan resides—decreases, which results in the slowdown of Laurdan rotational dynamics. A decrease in the temperature by 22 K has a larger effect than the addition of 20% cholesterol to the system (see Fig. S7, ESI\(^ \dagger\)). However, the addition of Na\(^+\) at any investigated concentration does not have a significant effect on either POPC (\(\Delta t_r^{\text{pure}} = 5\%\)) or POPC/Chol (\(\Delta t_r^{\text{Chol}} = 11\%) membranes, both values falling within the error estimate. This suggests that sodium cations do not significantly disturb the lipid surface structure. Therefore, the structural and dynamic properties of the membrane region where Laurdan resides remains unaltered.

In contrast, the addition of Ca\(^{2+}\) affects the measured relaxation times severely. This shows that calcium adsorption is sensed at the carbonyl level, while no direct probe–ion interactions are present (see Section S3.2, ESI\(^ \dagger\)). This is caused by the bridging of lipid molecules by calcium ions and the subsequent lateral membrane compression which results in the hindrance of the phospholipid mobility.\(^ {11,22}\) Interestingly, it is clearly visible that the addition of cholesterol at 310 K not only increases the relaxation times, but also significantly amplifies the effects of calcium, i.e. from \(\Delta t_r^{\text{pure}} = 34\%\) to \(\Delta t_r^{\text{Chol}} = 62\%\). This amplified effect of calcium due to the presence of cholesterol is consistent with an increased number of Ca\(^{2+}\) per phospholipid adsorbed on the membrane. These additional ions cause further phospholipid bridging, lower mobility of the lipids around Laurdan, and consequently larger relaxation times.

Motivated by our unexpected finding that cholesterol modulates the binding of Na\(^+\) and Ca\(^{2+}\) in different ways, and aiming to understand the molecular mechanisms behind this behavior, we simulated several phosphatidylcholine (PC) and PC/Chol membranes under various ionic environments (no ions, 130 mM or 1 M of NaCl, or 450 mM of CaCl\(_2\), see Table S1, ESI\(^ \dagger\)). Upon the addition of cholesterol to a given PC membrane, the total membrane area is increased (see Section S5.1, ESI\(^ \dagger\)). However, due to the condensing effect of cholesterol,\(^ {23}\) this increase is less than that in the case of ideal mixing. In systems with NaCl, the total number of adsorbed sodium ions remains almost constant with the cholesterol content (see Fig. 2) leading to a decrease in the surface charge density of the bilayer. We also observe that at a higher NaCl concentration the number of bound cations increases. These findings indicate that the binding...
of sodium depends solely on its bulk concentration and on the number of PC head groups available at the surface. Recent studies on the effect of cholesterol on the binding of sodium to PC membranes 17,18 have reported seemingly contradicting results, which we found to be explainable by factors related to normalization (see Section S6, ESI†).

Next, the same set of POPC bilayers with varying amounts of cholesterol were simulated in the presence of nominally 450 mM of CaCl₂. This amount of CaCl₂ was selected so that after adsorption onto the membrane free cations would always remain in the aqueous phase for the present unit cell size. Unlike for NaCl, the number of bound calcium ions increases as a function of the cholesterol content (see Fig. 2). The observed trends of the effect of cholesterol on both sodium and calcium binding are shared with nuances across several lipid and ion force fields (see Section S5.2, ESI†).

Salt and cholesterol can disturb the lateral packing of the bilayer. The tendency of sodium and calcium to adsorb to bilayers is plotted as a function of area per PC in Fig. 3. We observe two distinct trends for Na⁺ and Ca²⁺. The number of bound Na⁺ per PC is constant regardless of the area per lipid (Fig. 3A). The independence of ion adsorption on the total membrane area results in variations of surface charge densities in the range of ~0.07–0.12 e nm⁻² in the simulated systems (Fig. 3B). To summarize, Na⁺–membrane interaction is mostly governed by the total number of PC head groups present. In the case of calcium, however, the number of adsorbed cations per PC depends roughly linearly on the available surface area (Fig. 3A), producing an approximately constant surface charge density of ~1.06 e nm⁻² in the present simulations (Fig. 3B). Notably, even a dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer in the gel phase follows the same observed trend for both cations. The effects of increased temperature on both sodium and calcium adsorptions are similar but somewhat more complex (see Section S4.2, ESI†).

The differences between Na⁺ and Ca²⁺ reported by the present experiments and simulations are explained by the different natures of their binding to the membrane. Although sodium has a low binding energy, calcium binding is nearly irreversible. Our simulations also suggest that while sodium shows rapid exchange between the membrane surface and the bulk solvent, the concentration of calcium saturates at the surface relatively slowly (see Section S5.3, ESI†), and desorption events are rare. In both cases, the amount of phosphatidylcholine lipids determines the number of possible binding sites; however, a real competition for them only exists for Ca²⁺. With Na⁺, most binding sites are essentially free or only transiently occupied. Under these conditions, only the bulk Na⁺ density and the rather constant surface PC density determine the number of surface bound Na⁺. This finding indicates that the Na⁺ concentration would be enhanced in ordered membrane domains with higher density of PC head groups, i.e. binding sites. This is indeed observed in heterogeneous ternary systems 24 (see Section S4.1, ESI†).

In contrast to sodium, the strong binding of calcium results in a practically complete coverage of the membrane surface area at the relatively high calcium concentrations employed here. In our simulations, we find that each calcium is coordinated on average to three PC phosphate groups (Section S3.4, ESI†). This strong coordination at the head group level slows down lipid rotation (Section S4.3, ESI†) and self-diffusion (Section S5.1, ESI†).

An increase in cholesterol concentration leads to higher calcium adsorption even though cholesterol itself neither interacts with the ions nor does it affect the penetration depth. Cholesterol thus does not seem to take part in the calcium coordination and the number of coordinated phosphates is unaffected by the presence of cholesterol. These results indicate that cholesterol simply allows more calcium adsorption by increasing the membrane area maintaining a fairly constant critical surface charge density. This unspecific role is emphasized...
by the fact that other ways of affecting the membrane area (e.g. by increasing lipid unsaturation or by taking the membrane to a gel phase) lead to similar observations. This suggests that in this case the charge–charge repulsion between Ca\(^{2+}\) ions is the limiting factor of adsorption. A detailed explanation of all these observations, which are graphically summarized in Fig. 4.

In conclusion, we have performed fluorescence measurements in POPC membranes with increasing cholesterol and sodium or calcium concentrations and complemented the results by simulating analogous systems using different lipid and ion force fields with the aim to unravel the effect of cholesterol on Na\(^+\) and Ca\(^{2+}\) cation adsorption onto lipid bilayers. We find that the interaction of Na\(^+\) with the membrane depends on the total number of PC head groups present, which determines the number of binding sites. In contrast, the level of adsorbed calcium is determined primarily by the accessible surface area of the membrane.

This significantly different behavior of the two cations results from the weak and transient sodium binding with the lipid head groups that contrasts with the stronger calcium adsorption that is capable of inducing the clustering of phosphatidylcholine head groups. There is quantitative agreement between simulations and experiments concerning these observations, which are graphically summarized in Fig. 4.

The present findings indicate that a cell—which can control its global and local membrane lipid compositions—may use this ability to selectively modulate the membrane interaction with Na\(^+\) and Ca\(^{2+}\) by inducing lateral heterogeneity (regions of varying lipid packing) or controlling its volume. Taking into consideration the important role of these two cations in the regulation of cellular functions, the mechanisms explained here could be exploited by the cell and may constitute a hitherto unrecognized regulation mechanism. The present findings also help us to understand how cations interact with cholesterol-rich ordered regions in heterogeneous membranes. This information may prove crucial for understanding the role of ions in modulating the adsorption of charged molecules onto the membrane surface.
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